Application Description

Record and analyze eye position and movement, or observe vestibular response or “jitter” wirelessly with BioNomadix®, or with tethered amplifiers and the powerful MP150 research system. For precise pupil tracking and movement analysis choose from a variety of complete eye tracking systems for binocular and monocular assessments. Use AcqKnowledge® tools to calculate movement, rate, direction, frequency, distance and velocity. For attention studies, use the X/Y plotting function to track eye travel and point of focus during or after data collection. For eye travel studies and reading experiments, use AcqKnowledge® to process raw EOG data to isolate signal behavior associated with nystagmus, saccades and microsaccades. Present visual, auditory, or electrical stimulation via stimulus presentation programs including SuperLab, E-Prime, or Vizard and record corresponding EOG responses.

Advanced Features

- Eye Tracking
- Eye Travel and Position
- Vestibular Function
- Saccadic Eye Movements
- And More

Watch Automated Analysis Video Tutorials at the BIOPAC Website!
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